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Mac on a PC

We have been let down
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edition
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operating
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Times
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0 - logon screen: 32 seconds
the teeth!

When Apple brought out OSX,
they used the open-source core,
UNIX. This is what i have been
waiting for, for years. Unix is fast,
no messing software. It is secure
as no program can access the
kernel without first logging in as
‘root’ (special startup required).
The Mac Operating system has
been very well thought out. It’s
easier and more intuitive to use
and it CAN provide all your media,
communication and office needs.
So, what’s this leading to??
Well some clever people have
been tweaking the operating
system to work with PC’s. I’ve
been able to get hold of a copy and
installed it on a few computers.

New Logo

I have slightly changed my logo
and headers and will be re-doing
my website soon. I am also printing cling vinal stickers for the inside of car or shop windows. For
anyone who wants to sport one
of these, (10cm x 6.7cm) I will

While Microsoft have
beenfocusedon
tormenting us, Apple
have really been thinking
about what a computer
should do.

- processor rests: 19 seconds
- web home page: 13 seconds
Total Boot - Web: 64 seconds

“Never judge a program by
looking at the shortcut.”
Testimonials: I haven’t one in

this issue, nor the last. I’d like
I was quite amazed really when it
first worked and imagined that it someone to send me one and I
probably wouldn’t work properly. I promise to copy it word for word.
was wrong, it works just like a mac! It would be interesting to get one
with some positive criticism
The only thing it wont do is bong
when you turn it on.
Banbury and surrounding villages
Most reasonably modern PC’s and
will have had their Broadband
laptops will work, some will need a
upgraded by July this year. We
component changed and a few just
should all enjoy speeds of bewont be compatible. Of course I
tween 5 and 8 Mb/s.
can
supply
new
equipment
intended for a mac install.
www.carlsplanet.co.uk
I would recommend using this as Latest website I have been inthe day to day, Email, Internet and
volved in creating.
Office computer. Then use the PC
After a quick crash course
for those special tasks that only a from me, Carl was able to create all his additional pages.
PC with its huge range of functions
The reason they look so good
can manage.
is testament to him only.
This is going to be a Tsunami!!

give a 10% discount on all jobs.
Just Email me and I’ll send one
out.
You may also be interested in
printing these stickers for your
own business, if so you know
what to do.

Please forward this newsletter on to anyone you think might be interested.

